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remembered that same poor man,' and no one had
better take to this way of saving England if what he
wants is public distinction. It will be a career as un-
distinguished as that of one of the extra corpuscles
formed in the blood to enable a lowland man to live
•on Himalayan heights. Our best friends for a long
time to come will not be any of the standing cynosures
•of reporters' eyes; they will find a part of their satis-
faction in being nobodies; assured of the truth of the
saying that there is no limit to what a man can do
as long as he does not care a straw who gets the credit
for it. Working apart from the whole overblown world
of war valuations, the scramble for honours earned
and unearned, the plotting and jostling for front places
on the stage and larger letters on the bill, the whole
iife that is commonly held up to admiration as great -
and enviable, they will live in a kind of retreat almost
cloistral; plenty of work for the faculties, plenty of
rest for the nerves, control for desire and atrophy for
conceit. Hard ?—yes, but England is worth it,
Among the mind's powers is one that comes of itself to
-many children and artists. It need not be lost to the
<end of his days, by anyone who has ever had it. This
is the power of taking delight in a thing, or rather, in
anything, everything, not as a means to some other
.end, but just because it is what it is, as the lover dotes
on whatever may be the traits of the beloved object. A
«child in the full health of his mind will put his hand
flat on the summer turf, feel it, and give a little shiver

